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Entering my second year as the 
head of the mechanical engineer-
ing department there are several 
things I’ve come to appreciate 
more than ever before. By and 
large these are things we all think 
we know and understand; but 
until you get a close look, you may 
just take for granted. For me, that 
appreciation is most pronounced 
as it pertains to philanthropy. 

Over the years I’ve been very for-
tunate to have been the recipient 
of a number of awards and posi-
tions that existed due to philan-
thropy. Of course, the honor of 
these awards is not without merit 
– everyone likes to be recognized 
for good work - but it’s impossible 
to understate the value to research 
and discovery philanthropy allows.

Philanthropy often allows us to 
more effectively focus our efforts 
on research and mentoring our 
students. We have to look no 
further for an example of what 
philanthropy can accomplish to 
benefit discovery than the offices 

and labs of Goodwin Hall.

Within our department an 
excellent example of philanthropy 
making a difference is the John R. 
Jones III Faculty Fellowship. Re-
cently this fellowship was awarded 
to Lei Zuo, an associate professor 
who continues to build on his 
impressive academic credentials 
with his sustainable wave energy 
harvesting research and his work 
within the nuclear arena. Before 
Zuo, Mike Roan and Michael Ellis, 
both current associate professors 
in the department, and Stefan 
Duma, the new director of the 
Institute for Critical Technology 
and Applied Science, have held the 
Fellowship. This support provides 
not only resources for equipment 
and staff, but also stability and 
peace of mind.

In one column I can’t begin to 
mention each person who has 
had a hand in helping to develop 
the department through their 
philanthropic work – whether it be 
for facilities, faculty fellowships, 
or student scholarships; but each 
quarter we will look at one of 
our philanthropic partners to see 
how their generosity has made 
a positive impact on students, 
faculty, and the department, and 
how doing so has helped to create 
and maintain one of the finest 
mechanical engineering programs 
in the world here in Blacksburg.

From left: Mike Roan, Lei Zuo, 
John Jones III, Azim Eskandarian, 

and Stefan Duma. ME depart-
ment head Eskandarian and 

fellowship namesake Jones, stand 
with three members of faculty 
who have held the position of 

John Jones III Faculty Fellow. 
Duma is the director of the 

Institute for Critical Technology 
and Applied Science; Roan, Zuo, 
and Michael Ellis (not pictured) 

are all associate professors in 
mechanical engineering.



Virginia Tech does not discriminate against 
employees, students, or applicants on the basis 
of age, color, disability, gender, national origin, 
political affiliation, race, religion, sexual orien-
tation, genetic information, veteran status, or 
any other basis protected by law. Anyone having 
questions concerning discrimination or acces-
sibility should contact the Office of Equity and 
Access.

Connect with ME
Join the ME community through social 
media. Follow us for updates.
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Mechatronics 
Journal

Pinhas Ben-Tzvi, associ-
ate professor, 
and doctoral 
students Anil 
Kumar and 
Wael Saab, 
published 
"Wireless Telemetry 
System for Real-Time 
Estimation of Ship Air 
Wake With UAVs" in the 
peer-reviewed Mecha-
tronics Journal, Vol. 36, 
June 2016.

Journal of     
Terramechanics

Corina Sandu, pro-
fessor, and 
Saied Taheri, 
associate 
professor 
recently 
had a paper 
published with Anudeep 
Bhoopalam with Giti 
Tire. Bhoopalam is a 
former doctoral student 
co-advised by Sandu 
and Taheri. The paper, 
A Tire-Ice Model (TIM) 
for Traction Estimation, 
appeared in the Journal 
of Terramechanics. The 
work resulted from a 
project lead by Sandu 
and funded by the 
National Science Foun-
dation I/UCRC Center for 
Tire Research (CenTiRe).

Lab on a Chip
Doctoral students 

SeungBeum Suh and Aziz 
Traore were co-authors 
with Bahareh Behkam, 
associate professor, on 
a recent paper entitled, 
Bacterial Chemotax-
is-Enabled Autonomous 
Sorting of Nanoparticles 
of Comparable Sizes, 
published in Lab On a 
Chip. Traore is currently a 
post-doctoral researcher 
at Washington University 
in St. Louis.

Science        
Magazine

Chris Williams, asso-
ciate pro-
fessor and 
Pete White 
Chair for 
Innovation in 
Engineering 
Education, was quoted 
in a recent article on the 
vulnerability of 3D print-
ing by Science Magazine. 
The article appeared in 
the April 8 edition. 

Journal of     
Humanitarian 
Engineering

A student research 
team has had a man-
uscript accepted for 
publication in the Journal 
of Humanitarian Engi-
neering.  Ashley Taylor, 
a graduate student in 
ME and Public Health; 
Jeff Turovskiy, BSME '15; 
and Ben Drew, BSME '15 
wrote the paper titled, A 
Sustainable Engineering 
Solution for Pediatric 

publications  Dehydration in Low-Re-
source Clinical Environ-
ments. The students 
were joined by Andre 
Muelenaer, associate 
professor of pediatrics, 
Virginia Tech Carilion 
School of Medicine; 
Kerry Redican, professor 
of public health admin-
istration and director 

of the public health 
program with the Vir-
ginia-Maryland College 
of Veterinary Medicine; 
Kevin Kochersberger, 
associate professor of 
mechanical engineering; 
and Lissett Bickford, 
assistant professor of 
biomedical engineering 
and mechanics.

Dexter Austin, who graduated with a BSME this 
spring, took first place in the Oral Presentation 
category at the VA-NC Alliance for Minority Partic-
ipation Symposium April 11 at Piedmont Virginia 
Community College in Charlottesville. Austin’s 
presentation was entitled, “Quantitative Assess-
ment of Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome (NAS) 
Symptoms.” Austin is an Initiative for Maximizing 
Student Development (IMSD) Undergraduate 
Scholar and is enrolled in the accelerated under-
graduate/graduate degree program. His faculty 
mentor is associate professor Al Wicks.

Senior takes first 
at symposium

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0957415816300113
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0957415816300113
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0957415816300113
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0957415816300113
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022489816000215
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022489816000215
http://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2016/lc/c6lc00059b#!divAbstract
http://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2016/lc/c6lc00059b#!divAbstract
http://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2016/lc/c6lc00059b#!divAbstract
http://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2016/lc/c6lc00059b#!divAbstract
http://science.sciencemag.org/content/352/6282/132.full
http://www.ewb.org.au/jhe/index.php/jhe/article/view/51/54
http://www.ewb.org.au/jhe/index.php/jhe/article/view/51/54
http://www.ewb.org.au/jhe/index.php/jhe/article/view/51/54
http://www.ewb.org.au/jhe/index.php/jhe/article/view/51/54
http://www.ewb.org.au/jhe/index.php/jhe/article/view/51/54
http://www.ewb.org.au/jhe/index.php/jhe/article/view/51/54
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speakers
Bahareh Behkam 

Delivered an invited 
talk to the 
Department 
of Chemical 
Engineering 
at the Univer-
sity of Mas-
sachusetts at Amherst in 
April.

Presented “An Ex-
perimentally Validated 
Biophysical Model for 
Candida Albicans Interac-
tions with Nonfiber-Tex-
tured Surfaces” at the 
ASME NanoEngineering 
for Medicine and Biology 
Conference in Houston, 
Texas in February.

Presented “Biophys-
ical Model of Candida 
Albicans Adhesion to 
NanofiberTextured Sur-
faces” to the Adhesion 
Society’s Annual Meeting 
in San Antonio, Texas in 
February.

Pinhas Ben-Tzvi 
Presented during the 

Annual Exec-
utive Meeting 
of Maxon 
Precision Mo-
tors Inc., in 
Washington 
D.C. June 1. The seminar 
was titled "Integrating 
Novel Field Robots and 
Robotic Exoskeletons of 
the Future."

Served on a National 
Science Foundation Panel 
as part of the National 
Robotics Initiative June 

9-10.

Presented a research 
seminar at the University 
of Toronto as part of the 
Dept. of Mechanical and 
Industrial Engineering's 
Distinguished Speaker 
Series. The seminar was 
titled, "Novel Field Ro-
bots and Robotic Exoskel-
etons: Design, Integration 
and Applications."

Invited to serve as a 
member of the Technical 
Editorial Board for the 
Canadian Society for 
Mechanical Engineering 
International Congress 
- Symposium on Control 
and Robotics June 26-
29 in Kelowna, British 
Columbia, Canada.

Invited to serve as a 
member of the Technical 
Program Committee 
for the 2016 IEEE In-
ternational Conference 
on Mechatronics and 
Automation Aug. 7-10 in 
Harbin, China.

Christopher Williams
Spoke at East Carolina 

University's 
College of 
Engineering 
and Technol-
ogy inaugural 
Research 
Day, April 1. His talk was 
titled, "Additive Manu-
facturing: Research at the 
Intersection of Materials, 
Manufacturing, Science 
and Design."

Keynote speaker for 
the North Carolina State 
Additive Manufacturing 

and Logistics Symposium, 
presenting "Cyber Secu 
rity in Additive Manufac-
turing" April 21 and 22.

Christopher Williams 

and Shashank Priya
Organized the VT 

International 
Conference 
on Advanced 
Manufac-
turing held 
in Arlington, 
Virginia May 5 and 6. 
The pair, along with 
Rayne Zheng, also pre-
sented on behalf of the 
department.

Azim Eskandarian
Delivered three invited 

seminars on 
"Controls 
and Signal 
Processing for 
Driver Assis-
tance and 
Semi-Autonomous Driv-
ing (Partial Automation) 
to Enhance Safety" at the 
University of California, 
San Diego, Texas A&M 
University, and the Uni-
versity of Central Florida. 
The presentations were 
given in April and May.

Rayne Zheng
Is co-organizing a 

Symposium 
on Mecahnics 
of Solids and 
Structures 
at the 53rd 
Annual 
Meeting at the Society 
of Engineering Science 
Oct. 4-7 at the University 

of Maryland, College 
Park Marriott Hotel and 
Conference Center.

Gave a panel talk on 
the future of nanotech-
nology research and 
development at the 2016 
National Nanotechnol-
ogy Initiative Strategic 
Planning Stakeholder 
Workshop, May 19-20 in 
Washington, D.C.

Alireza Haghighat 
Presented a talk on Par-

ticle Trans-
port Methods 
at the DUNE 
Workshop in 
Blacksburg 
March 12.

Took part in a panel 
discussion on Virginia's 
Diverse Energy Strategy 
as part of the 2016 
Energy, Sustainability and 
Resiliency Conference in 
Richmond May 10.

Delivered a talk on 
GEM*STAR at the month-
ly lunch talk, Sketching 
out the Nuclear Future, 
NEI, Washington, D.C. 
March 22.

Gave a talk on the 
MRT Methodologies for 
Application to Nuclear 
Safeguards, Safety and 
Security, at the Energy 
Seminar Series at the 
Colorado School of Mines 
in Golden, Colorado April 
6.

Presented a talk on HPC 
Particle Transport Meth-
odologies at the VT High 
Performance Computing 



awards

speakers (cont.)
Day in Blacksburg April 
11.

Corina Sandu
Delivered a keynote 

lecture at the 
Fourth Joint 
International 
Conference 
on Multibody 
System 
Dynamics - IMSD 2016 in 
Montreal, Canada May 
29-June 2. The talk was 
titled, "Efficient Treat-
ment of Uncertainties in 
Multibody Dynamic Sys-
tems." The conference is 
a biannual series serving 
as a meeting point for 
the community.

Zhou Ye 
A doctoral student of 

the Behkam lab, pre-
sented the papers “An 
Experimentally Validated 
Biophysical Model for 
Candida albicans Interac-
tions with Nanofiber-tex-
tured Surfaces” and 
“Biophysical Model of 
Candida albicans Adhe-
sion to Nanofiber-Tex-
tured Surfaces” to the 
ASME NanoEngineering 
for Medicine and Biology 
Conference in Houston, 
Texas, and the Adhesion 
Society’s Annual Meeting 
in San Antonio, Texas, 
respectively.

Javid Bayandor
Presented a talk to the 

Federal Aviation Admin-
istration as part of the 
Micro Unmanned Aircraft 

Systems 
Aviation 
Rulemaking 
Committee. 
The pre-
sentation 
provided analysis to the 
rulemaking committee 
who develop recom-
mendations to the FAA 
regarding the classifi-
cation and operation of 
Micro UAS.

2016 Alumni Award
Rolf Müller has re-

ceived the 2016 Virginia 
Tech Alumni 
Award for 
Excellence in 
International 
Research. 
The award is 
presented to a faculty or 
staff member who has 
had a significant impact 
on international research 
and is based on contribu-
tions to the internation-
alization of Virginia Tech. 
Read the entire story at 
VTNews.

COE award 
Zhiting Tian, assistant 

professor of 
Mechanical 
Engineering, 
has been 
selected as 
this year’s re-
cipient of the College of 
Engineering Undergrad-
uate Research Advisor 
Award. 

The award is given 
annually to a faculty 

member who has 
demonstrated exception-
al leadership, dedication, 
and success in working 
with undergraduate 
research students.

Google Award
Alan Asbeck, assistant 

professor, 
recently 
received 
a Google 
Faculty 
Research 
Award of more than 
$58,000. The award is 
part of the company’s 
vision to identify and 
support world-class 
faculty pursuing cut-
ting-edge research in 
areas of mutual interest. 
Asbeck’s proposal for 
“A whole-body soft 
wearable force-feedback 
system” uses a light-
weight suit to apply 
small joint torques to its 
wearer.  The initial appli-
cation will be in virtual 
reality environments, 
so wearers can interact 
more meaningfully with 
simulated objects.

Favorite Faculty 
Amrinder Nain, 

associate 
professor, 
was honored 
April 5 as 
a Favorite 
Faculty. The 
award allows students to 
recognize faculty mem-
bers who have hand 
a positive impact on 
them and is sponsored 
through Housing and 

Residence Life within 
the Division of Student 
Affairs.

Dean's awards
Professor Francine 

Battaglia, 
and Kevin 
Kochersberg-
er, associate 
professor, 
each took 
home a 
College of 
Engineering 
Dean's 
Award at a 
ceremony May 3.

Battaglia earned the 
Excellence in Teaching 
Award while Kochers-
berger left with the W.S. 
'Pete' White Award in 
Engineering Education.

Inventors recognized 
Javid Bayandor, as-

sociate professor, and 
graduate student Scott 
Perino, were 
recognized 
by the Office 
of the Vice 
President for 
Research and 
Innovation as Inventors 
of the Month for May. 
Their invention, An Ad-
vanced Omnidirectional 
Impact Absorber, uses 
principles of a bicycle 
wheel and applies them 
to a vehicle designed to 
return rock samples from 
Mars in a more efficient 
way. 

Read the whole story 
from VT Research and 
Innovation. 
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Dean's list for pair
For the sec-

ond straight 
semester 
Kimberly 
Hobbs, ME 
program 
support 
technician, 
has made 
the Dean's 
List (GPA 
above 3.5) at 
Liberty University where 
she is earning a degree in 

interdisciplinary studies. 
Joining her on the LU 
Dean's List is Amanda 
Collins, ME program 
support technician who is 
working toward a bach-
elor's degree in account-
ing.  Hobbs will graduate 
in July and Collins in 
2017.

Alum made Sr Fellow
William T. 

(Bill) Cousins, 
principal 
research 
engineer 

in aerodynamics with 
United Technologies 
Research Center in East 
Hartford, Connecticut, 
is a three-time alum of 
Virginia Tech, earning 
his BS in 1978, an MS in 
1979, and a PhD in 1997; 
will be named a Senior 
Fellow of the UTRC. This 
prestigious position is 
held by only a few UTRC 
researchers. Cousins is 
also a member of the 
department's Industrial 
Advisory Board.

awards (Cont.)

Eric Camper, (ME '98) SGHX Engineering Unit Manager with BWXT in Lynchburg, presents a check 
to Azim Eskandarian, ME department head, May 24 to be used for the Senior Design program. 
From left: Matt Blanks, an ME senior interning with BWXT, Eskandarian, Camper, Kevin Harter 
(BSCE '11) BWXT process engineer, and Robin Ott, associate professor of practice.

BWXT joins list of senior design team sponsors

Maurice 
Hensel, 
who 
graduated 
in May, 
received 
the 
Timothy 
Owens Shepherd Award 
for demonstrating out-
standing leadership in 
Cooperative Education. 
Awards are presented 
to students with ex-
traordinary character 
and unquestionable 
integrity as well as ac-
ademic excellence. The 
award is given through 
the Virginia Tech Coop-
erative Education and 
Internship Program.

Graduate earns 
Timothy Owens 
Shepherd Award 
for leadership

To Give to the Mechanical Engineering Department...
 Click here and follow the steps below:

STEP 1
Click Here

STEP 2 - Be sure to add 
"Mechanical Engineering" in 
this box and Thank You!

t

t t

Fall       
semester 
classes 
begin 

aug. 22

https://webapps.es.vt.edu/givingto/academic/gift
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Hyperloop gets new sponsor
Virginia Tech's Hyperloop team, which placed 4th overall at a world-wide event in Texas in January, is preparing their pod for test-
ing in California later this year. Hyperloop One became the team's latest sponsor, presenting the group a check for $20,000 in June.

Six Hokies finished their senior year 
in Germany and in the process earned 
a Virginia Tech Bachelor of Science in 
Mechanical Engineering and a Bachelor 
of Science in Mechanical and Process 
Engineering from Technische Uni-
versitat Darmstadt. The 2016 cohort 
brings the number of graduates in the 
dual-degree program to 51. 

The next cohort of seven U.S. and 
five German students are scheduled to 
graduate in August 2016.

The program has received interest 
from Virginia Governor Terry McAu-
liffe who wrote to offer assistance in 
expanding the program. Also, TUD was 
awarded about $148,000 to support 
the program over the next two years. 

Dual degree program surpasses 50 graduates

Standing, from left: Lawrence Ayers IV, Brennan Jansen, Jonathan Clark, and L. 
Caroline Yancey. Sitting: Jaewook Lee, and Frank Whitesell IV. The six made up the 
dual BSME/BSMPE degree program cohort between Virginia Tech and German 
Technische Universitat Darmstadt.
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Since January 2015 Corina Sandu, professor of 
mechanical engineering and Director of the Advanced 
Vehicle Dynamics Laboratory, (AVDL) and several of 
her graduate students have been participating in the 
EVE consortium project funded by a $770,000 Europe-
an Horizon 2020 Framework Program. 

The project, formally known as the Innovative 
Engineering of Ground Vehicles with Integrated Active 
Chassis Systems, brings together partners from the 
United States, European Union, and South Africa. 
Members of the consortium include industrial com-
panies such as Tenneco Automotive, dSPACE, SKF, ES-
TEQ, and Gerotek Proving Ground; as well as research 
institutions including Virginia Tech, Ilmenau University 
of Technology (Germany), Chalmers University (Swe-
den), Technical University Delft (The Netherlands), 
University of Pretoria (South Africa), and Instituto 
Tecnológico de Aragón (ITAINNOVA, Spain).

The partners are cooperating to develop novel 
integrated chassis controls for sport utility vehicles 
(SUVs), including decoupled brake systems, dynamic 
tire pressure control, and active suspension elements. 
New real-time tire and vehicle models, embedded 
chassis controllers, and remote testing procedures 
using hardware- and test-rig-in-the-loop technique 
are major outcomes of the EVE project.

Sandu and her students are contributing to several 
aspects of the project, including the investigation 
of tire performance on ice and soil using the AVDL’s 
terramechanics rig, tire models, test-rig-in-the-loop, 
brake systems, vehicle systems modeling, and param-
eter estimation.

“The project framework provides opportunities for 
research visits between staff to project partners in 
different locations around the world,” Sandu said. 

“During these visits we are able to perform experi-
ments in state-of-the-art testing facilities and coop-
erate with industry for solving real-world problems 
in ground vehicle engineering. Since the beginning of 
the project, several mechanical engineering graduate 
students from Virginia Tech and I have spent several 
months at TU Delft, ITAINNOVA, and the University of 
Pretoria, and we will go to Ilmenau University during 
the summer of 2016.”

Sandu hosted principal investigator and research 
professor Valentin Ivanov and two other investigators 
from Ilmenau University where the project is being 
coordinated from, at AVDL in February and April, and 
is hosting a graduate student from the University of 
Pretoria in May. All research conducted throughout 
the project will be implemented on a Range Rover 
Evoque, which is being used as the case study vehicle.

Advanced Vehicle 
Dynamics Laboratory 
takes part in $770K  
program with European 
and African partners

Professor Corina Sandu by the tire test rig which can test vehicle 
tires on a variety of surfaces to include dirt and ice as part of the 
Advanced Vehicle Dynamics Laboratory.

Article Courtesy AVDL
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David Hall of Phila-
delphia, Pennsylvania, 
a junior majoring in 
mechanical engineer-
ing, and his partner, 
Jordan Klein of 
Tarrytown, New York, 
a senior majoring in 
engineering science 
and mechanics, were 
the big winners in the 
VT KnowledgeWorks 

Global Entrepre-
neurship Challenge 
semifinals earlier this 
spring.

The pair's idea 
of a revolutionary 
pocket-sized bicycle 
helmet earned them 
$15,000 in scholar-
ships and summer 
workspace in the VT 

Corporate Research 
Center. They will also 
represent Virginia 
Tech at the Global 
Student Entrepre-
neurship Challenge 
in August where they 
will compete for a 
$25,000 grand prize. 
Read the entire story 
at VTNews.

Zuo, Davalos named fellows
Lei Zuo, asso-

ciate professor, 
was recently 
named the 
John R. Jones III 
Faculty Fellow. 
The fellowship, 
established in 
2006, acknowl-
edges mid-career faculty who 
have shown exceptional merit in 
research, teaching, and/or service. 

Jones received his bachelor of 
science degree in mechanical engi-
neering from Virginia Tech in 1967 
and has been a member of the ME 
Advisory Board since 1998.

The American 
Society of 
Mechanical En-
gineers (ASME) 
has named 
Rafael Davalos, 
a professor 
of biomedical 
engineering 
and an affiliate faculty member 
of mechanical engineering, as a 
Fellow of the ASME.

Fellowship is the highest elected 
grade of the society’s membership 
and can be conferred on people 
with at least 10 years of active 
engineering practice who have 
made significant contributions to 
the profession.

Davalos has published 84 
peer-reviewed papers, book 
chapters and review articles. His 
scientific papers have been cited 
over 4,200 times. He has received 
multiple SBIR grants, and holds 14 
patents.

His widely recognized work 
in dielectrophoresis has led to 
innovations in cellular isolation 
and enrichment. Research led by 
Davalos has led to revolutionary 
developments in cancer treat-
ment, early cancer detection and 
regenerative medicine.

He received his doctoral and 
master's degrees in mechanical 
engineering in 2002 and 1995 
respectively from the University 
of California, Berkeley. He earned 
a bachelor’s degree from Cornell 
University in 1994.

ME student set to move on to Global 
Student Entrepreneurship Challenge

BioactiVT, a multidisciplinary 
student design team focused 
on medical device innovation, 
took first place in fan voting 
and second in a judged com-
petition in the second annual 
Union Innovation Challenge 
April 14. The competition was 
a partnership with Union Bank 
& Trust, Carilion Clinic and the 
Apex Systems Center for Inno-
vation and Entrepreneurship.

The awards were announced 
after three days of voting via 
web- and text-based poll. 
BioactiVT won by an 8 percent 
margin (almost 400 votes).

The group, made up largely 
of mechanical engineering 
undergraduate students, took 
home a total of $5,000 from 
the competition; money that 
will help their current devel-
opment efforts. Of the group's 
three projects, the one seeing 
the most direct impact from 
this award will most likely be 
Tempo, a low-cost oximeter 
for operating rooms in devel-
oping countries. Calibration 
and comparative testing of 
the device is underway, and 
funding for field testing is a 
high priority for the group.

BioactiVT 
earns $5,000 

as part of
Union        

Innovation 
Challenge

https://vtnews.vt.edu/articles/2016/05/outreach-vtknowledgeworks.html


ME represents 
VT at Germany's 
Hannover Messe '16

Graduate student Mico Woolard is comfortable 
talking about his research when other engineers visit 
Virginia Tech's Smart Infrastructure Laboratory on the 
third floor of Goodwin Hall.

In fact, his advisor, Pablo Tarazaga, encourages his 
students to lead tours so they become comfortable 
discussing their work.

But Woolard, a doctoral student in mechanical en-
gineering admits he got a little tongue-tied when the 
Virginia governor, the U.S. secretary of commerce, the 
U.S. ambassador to Germany, the economy minister 
of the United Arab Emirates, and other diplomatic and 
corporate dignitaries stopped by Virginia Tech’s booth 
at Hannover Messe, the world’s foremost trade fair 
for industrial technology in April.

“At one point, I was explaining to Boeing executives 
how we use sensors in Goodwin Hall to better under-
stand how humans interact with the environment,” 
Woolard said. “And a minute later, the governor was 
tapping the solid piano I created to demonstrate the 
interactive capabilities of a smart building.”

Virginia Tech's participation in the show which had 
190,000 visitors including President Barak Obama and 
German Chancellor Angela Merkel, was sponsored by 
the Language and Culture Institute, part of Outreach 
and International Affairs.

“All the latest technologies, all the advanced man-
ufacturers – they’re all here,” Virginia Gov. Terry 
McAuliffe said at Hannover Messe. “Virginia Tech is a 
huge player in this space, so it’s important that Tech 
be here.”

McAuliffe said universities such as Virginia Tech 
need to take part in such events to see what ad-
vancements are being made in other countries and at 
other universities. “We want everybody to know that 
Virginia Tech is a research leader,” he said.

Lane Ballard, a 1997 mechanical engineering grad-
uate who is vice president of materials and manufac-
turing technology at Boeing Research & Technology, 
echoed those sentiments. “It’s important to not only 

Governor Terry McAuliffe, right, speaks with Pablo Tarazaga, 
center at Virginia Tech's booth at Hannover Messe in Germany in 
late April. At left is graduate student Mico Woolard.

Article - Rich Mathieson
Language and Culture Institute

get talent, but also products and technology, from all 
regions of the earth, as there are a lot of good ideas 
that aren’t just central to the U.S.,” he said. “You 
come to these conferences to get the integration of 
the manufacturers, the IT solutions, the supply chain 
managers, logistics, and in the end, shorten the value 
stream of products to customers.”

Tarazaga, an assistant professor of mechanical engi-
neering in the College of Engineering, said laying the 
groundwork for such partnerships was a main goal.

“This was a good way to meet and greet several 
potential partners in one place in one week,” he said. 
“This usually takes a much longer time in the conven-
tional university environment. Hannover Messe was a 
sort of ‘speed dating’ for potential research projects.”

He said the event was an opportunity to show 
potential partners “the kind of high-quality students 
that we produce and what we’re able to do at Virginia 
Tech.” 

In addition to meeting people at the university’s 
booth, Woolard and Jan Helge Bøhn, an associate 
professor in the department of mechanical engineer-
ing, moderated tech transfer forums featuring presen-
tations and panel discussions. Tarazaga also presented 
a talk about his work with intelligent infrastructure.

The university also spotlighted the work of the 
Language and Culture Institute and Continuing 
and Professional Education. The institute recruits 
international students on behalf of the university, 
provides language-related programs for academic and 
professional development, and develops partnerships 
that promote international development and capacity 
building.
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It’s not often a highly complicated 
piece of hardware needs to appeal 
to 12-36 month olds to be effective. 
But, to be fair, it’s not often they are 
designed to fit on a child’s hand.

Pinhas Ben-Tzvi, associate profes-
sor of mechanical engineering and 
founding director of the department’s 
robotics and mechatronics lab, has 
been working with robotic exoskele-
tons for years and on medical diag-
nostic robotics systems since his time 
with General Electric Medical Systems 
from 2000 to 2002. So when he was 
called by Nathalie Maitre, a medi-
cal doctor at Nationwide Children’s 
Hospital in Columbus, Ohio to see if 
his Sensing and Force-Feedback Exo-
skeleton (SAFE) robotic glove could 
be modified to help provide an early 
diagnosis of cerebral palsy in children, 
he was intrigued.

“Doctor Maitre proposed to fit a 
modified version of my glove to a 
child in an effort to apply somatosen-
sory stimuli to measure cortical 
responses for the early detection 
of cerebral palsy,” Ben-Tzvi said.

The device is currently being 
developed for adult-sized hands 
and will be created and tested 
at the larger size before being 
scaled to fit a child. 

“There’s a couple of really 
challenging aspects to this proj-
ect,” said Ben-Tzvi. “The first, of 
course, is the typical challenge 
we all face in making something 
work. But then we have two 
additional engineering challeng-

es here – to make it much smaller 
and to make it look child friendly so it 
doesn’t scare the children who have 
to use it.”

The glove as it currently exists, 
features pneumatically or electrically 
actuated ‘fingers’ that connect to 
a wrist-mounted baseplate and via 
straps to the fingertips. It’s far more 
like something out of Terminator than 
Doc McStuffins. 

The plan for the device is broken 
into two phases with the first calling 
for fitting the device on the hands of 
children 12-36 months old using only 
a thumb and forefinger to initiate a 
pincer grasp. The glove would pro-
vide tactile feedback. The child would 
have brain sensors connected to the 
hospital’s Net Station software for 
electroencephalogram (EEG) acquisi-
tion while the robotic device initiates 
the pincer grasp and acquires finger 
position, tactile and other data. The 
EEG records brain wave patterns to 

detect electrical activity abnormali-
ties in the brain

In Phase two, testing would contin-
ue with toddlers to establish baseline 
values for cortical responses and 
sensorimotor responses using 20 chil-
dren who were developing typically, 
and five who were diagnosed with 
cerebral palsy.

“There is a good deal of potential for 
the device and it’s an interesting ap-
plication of a product that was mainly 
intended for hand rehabilitation for 
stroke victims,” Ben-Tzvi said. “I think 
anytime your work can be modified 
to help identify a medical issue more 
quickly, the more beneficial it be-
comes for the patient and the more 
options it allows for in treatment. 
The fact we are taking a device made 
to deal with after-the-fact issues, 
and using it to possibly help make an 
earlier diagnosis of an issue, is very 
exciting.”

Exoskeleton altered 
to help cerebral palsy 
diagnosis in children

At left, Pinhas Ben-Tzvi, associate professor and 
director of the robotics and mechatronics lab, discusses 
the actuator speed of his robotic exoskeleton with Eric 
Refour a master's student in electrical and computer 
engineering. Below Refour demonstrates how the glove 
fits over the thumb and index finger, with pneumatic 
actuators snapping the fingers together. The glove is 
made using additive manufacturing and the electronics 
are designed and fashioned in Ben-Tzvi's lab. 
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Nolan Hollingshead, a rising ME senior,  
helps find the problem with a 47-year-
old donut machine at Carol Lee. 
Norman Kidd, owner of the local insti-
tution came looking for engineering 
help and Hollingshead and his brother, 
Hunter, volunteered to pitch in.

In the final event of the 2016 the Virginia Tech Baja Team's calendar, the unit placed 7th in Hill Climb and 22nd in Endurance 
out of more than 100 teams. The event, the SAE International, was held June 9-12 in Rochester, NY. John Kennedy, professor of 
mechanical engineering (seated in vehicle) is the team's faculty advisor

Peter Amico, a graduate research assistant in mechanical engineering, speaks with a 
visitor at the Office of Naval Research 70th anniversary event held in the courtyard of 
the Pentagon June 24. Amico was showing the protective panels worn by SAFFIR (Ship-
board Autonomous Firefighting Robot) as part of joint project between the Colleges of 
Engineering, Architecture and Urban Studies, and the Institute for Creativity, Arts and 
Technology.



features  

Virginia Tech 
poised to 

re-take   
position 

as leader in       
nuclear education
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features  
As pressure increases to shift away from reliance on 

fossil fuels, nuclear energy is likely to take a leading 
role in energy production — and 

Virginia Tech should take a 
leading role in the production 

of nuclear engineers and 
scientists, says mechanical 

engineering professor 
Alireza Haghighat, 

the director of the 
Nuclear Science and 

Engineering Lab 
at the Virginia 

Tech Research 
Center 

– Arlington.

The 
laboratory, 

which is 
supported by 

the Institute for 
Critical Technol-

ogy and Applied 
Science, is engaged 

in a broad array of 
research activities in 

nuclear science, including 
nuclear power, nonpro-

liferation, and safeguards, ra-
diation diagnosis and therapy, 

and nuclear policy. 

Founded in 2011, it has already 
built key collaborations beyond the university. In 
2015, the laboratory established a research and 
educational partnership with the U.S. Naval Academy, 
which recently started its own nuclear engineering 
program for undergraduates. The partnership includes 
faculty research collaboration and internship for Navy 
Midshipmen at Virginia Tech’s National Capital Region 
campus. The partnership also provides access to the 
Naval Academy’s radiation laboratories and nuclear 
facilities. 

The laboratory also 
works with Pennsylva-
nia State University 
and Georgia Tech, 
and is exploring 
a collaboration 
with the Na-
val Surface 
Warfare 
Center in 
Carderock. 

“Our faculty, 
our reputation, 
and our position in 
northern Virginia is 
such that these part-
nerships allow for us to work with a number of highly 
specialized groups of people – from Midshipmen to 
nuclear scholars,” said Haghighat. 

Haghighat also directs the nuclear engineering pro-
gram of the department of mechanical engineering, a 
relatively new addition to the department’s portfolio. 

“Virginia Tech is no stranger to nuclear engineer-
ing – we had a program as early as 1956 and even a 
research reactor in Robeson Hall until 1990,” he said. 
But after a twenty-two-year absence, the nuclear 
engineering program was relaunched in 2007 in the 
mechanical engineering department, and has been 
offering master’s and doctoral degrees since 2014.

The program has awarded four master’s and two 
doctoral degrees, and all six graduates are continuing 
their research or have accepted prestigious posi-
tions. In May 2015, the first two doctoral degrees 
were awarded. The MS graduate is continuing for a 
PhD. One of the PhD’s is working at the Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory, and the other one has accepted 
a tenure-track position at the highly-ranked Penn 
State Nuclear Engineering Program. Since 2014, the 
program has also awarded three MENGs. One of 
whom works at Duke Energy, the other two who have 
received PhD’s from the VT Department of Physics 

Alireza Haghighat - director, NSEL
Research Areas: Nuclear Power; Nuclear Security, 
Safeguards and Nonproliferation; Detection, Image               
Reconstruction & Medicine; Nuclear Policy
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Danesh Tafti - William S. Cross Professor
Research Area: Nuclear Power

Celine Hin - assistant professor
Research Area: Nuclear Power

Yang Liu - assistant professor
Research Areas: Nuclear thermal hydraulics 
and reactor safety; Two-phase flow modeling; 
computational fluid dynamics; Safety system design

Mark Pierson - associate professor
Research Areas: Nuclear Power; Nuclear Policy

have received offers 
from Los Alamos Na-
tional Lab and Pacific 
Northwest National 
Lab. “The type of job 
offers our graduates 
have received is a 
reflection of the high 
quality of our pro-
gram, and I am quite pleased,” Haghighat 
said. 

To expand the educational reach of the 
program, Haghighat is working on the es-
tablishment of a graduate program for the 
Naval Academy, and initiating discussion 
with George Washington University on the 
establishment of an educational program 
for Ukraine.

Nuclear engineering faculty members 
collaborate with faculty members from 
other Virginia Tech departments, including 
mechanical engineering, materials science 
and engineering, and physics. Collaborations 
with the physics faculty include the design 
and construction of an anti-neutrino detec-
tion system, which contributes to nuclear 
nonproliferation and safeguards, and design 
and analysis of an innovative nuclear reactor 
system which could burn nuclear waste and 
would be safe, affordable and secure. To this 
effect, with funding from the ICTAS’ Energy 
and Materials Initiative, Haghighat has 
established the Safe, Secure, and Sustainable 
Nuclear Power (S3NPower) cluster that brings 
together faculty members from nuclear 
engineering, mechanical engineering, mate-
rials science and engineering, and physics. 
S3NPower’s mission is to investigate, design 
and analyze revolutionary nuclear reactor 
systems that address challenges facing nu-
clear technology such as waste, proliferation, 

safety, cost, and 
timeline.

Haghighat is 
also dedicated 
to promoting 
nuclear industry 
activity, educa-
tion, and research 
in Virginia. He helped establish the nonprofit 
organization Virginia Nuclear Energy Con-
sortium, and is the founding chairman of its 
board, which includes five industry members 
and two other universities. The organization 
operates under auspices of the authority 
created by the governor and general assem-
bly in 2013. 

Haghighat believes that it is important to 
take a comprehensive approach to nuclear 
power, and to engage as many stakeholders 
as possible.

“We aren’t interested in stove pipes, in 
making this program something that only 
mechanical engineering can look at and be 

proud of,” Haghighat said. “The business of 
nuclear power, nonproliferation, policy, safe-
ty, design … it crosses a number of fields and 
we want to bring together the right people 
from all of those fields to create the best 
nuclear engineering program in the world.”

As part of his plan to bring in partners 
from other fields, Haghighat is working with 
the School of Public and International Affairs 
in the College of Architecture and Urban 
Studies and Department of Science and 
Technology in Society to develop a gradu-
ate certificate in nuclear nonproliferation 
technology and policy, which is expected to 
appeal to government workers as well as 
engineers. 



Celine Hin - assistant professor
Research Area: Nuclear Power

Yang Liu - assistant professor
Research Areas: Nuclear thermal hydraulics 
and reactor safety; Two-phase flow modeling; 
computational fluid dynamics; Safety system design

proud of,” Haghighat said. “The business of 
nuclear power, nonproliferation, policy, safe-
ty, design … it crosses a number of fields and 
we want to bring together the right people 
from all of those fields to create the best 
nuclear engineering program in the world.”

As part of his plan to bring in partners 
from other fields, Haghighat is working with 
the School of Public and International Affairs 
in the College of Architecture and Urban 
Studies and Department of Science and 
Technology in Society to develop a gradu-
ate certificate in nuclear nonproliferation 
technology and policy, which is expected to 
appeal to government workers as well as 
engineers. 

It’s all part of the laboratory’s mission 
take a leading role in nuclear education and 
research in the Commonwealth of Virginia, 
the nation, and the global society — and, 
ultimately, to create a future powered by 
clean energy.

Solar and wind power will certainly help in 
reducing carbon emission, says Haghighat. 
“But if we don’t burn fossil fuels and we 
need to replace the power they generate, it 
will come down to nuclear power,” he said. 
“One of the major outcomes of the Paris 
climate talks was that nuclear needs to be a 
player. In my view, Virginia Tech needs to be 
a player too.”
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Introducing...

Senior Research Scientist Andrew    
Peterson is taking his robot fighting 

skills to the small screen on Season 2 
of the ABC TV show, Battlebots

ULTRAVIOLENT
When ABC television began season two of BattleBots June 23, 

Andrew Peterson, a senior research scientist with the Center for 
Vehicle Systems and Safety in the Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, was part of the show.

Peterson is no rookie to the world of robot fighting. In the early 
2000s a version of the show appeared on the cable network Com-
edy Central where it ran for three seasons. The show inspired the 
then-high school student to start building. By the time he was in 
college the show was over, but the competitions remained; and 
in 2005 Peterson was a battlebot fighting champion.

With the show a huge hit in its comeback to television last 
summer with more than 5 million viewers per episode, some of 
Peterson’s contacts in the bot-battling world encouraged him to 
apply to the show, which he did around Thanksgiving of 2015.

“We heard back from the show in January for a competition 
in April, so we hardly had any time to design and build a bot 
from scratch,” Peterson said. “As it was such a short time scale 
I reached out to some college classmates from Penn State who 
were on the Formula SAE team with me, to help.”

His college buddies were skeptical, having never been involved 
in bot-fighting before. “There was some hesitation, for sure. They 
had built race cars but nothing like this.”

To get the team on board Peterson knew he had to design 
something that would get them excited. For a month he spent 
all his free time designing a new fighting bot. When he showed 

the sketches and designs to his soon-to-be team and they 
sat down to watch last year’s show episodes, they were 

hooked.

His team, Alex Pardo, Josh Kramer, and broth-
ers Dan and Phil Reist, live in Pennsylvania, 

New York, and Ohio, so Peterson 
traveled north on the weekends 

and during free time to help 
and oversee the 

build – and 
the team 

brought 
assets 
other 
than 

their 
engineer-

ing skills. The 
Reist’s family 

business is Reist Precision Machine 
Company, and the brothers own Yokeiseasy 

Bicycle Co., where they hand-build mountain 

Article - Rosaire Bushey
Courtesy photo

http://yokeiseasy.com/
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ULTRAVIOLENT
When ABC television began season two of BattleBots June 23, 

Andrew Peterson, a senior research scientist with the Center for 
Vehicle Systems and Safety in the Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, was part of the show.

Peterson is no rookie to the world of robot fighting. In the early 
2000s a version of the show appeared on the cable network Com-
edy Central where it ran for three seasons. The show inspired the 
then-high school student to start building. By the time he was in 
college the show was over, but the competitions remained; and 
in 2005 Peterson was a battlebot fighting champion.

With the show a huge hit in its comeback to television last 
summer with more than 5 million viewers per episode, some of 
Peterson’s contacts in the bot-battling world encouraged him to 
apply to the show, which he did around Thanksgiving of 2015.

“We heard back from the show in January for a competition 
in April, so we hardly had any time to design and build a bot 
from scratch,” Peterson said. “As it was such a short time scale 
I reached out to some college classmates from Penn State who 
were on the Formula SAE team with me, to help.”

His college buddies were skeptical, having never been involved 
in bot-fighting before. “There was some hesitation, for sure. They 
had built race cars but nothing like this.”

To get the team on board Peterson knew he had to design 
something that would get them excited. For a month he spent 
all his free time designing a new fighting bot. When he showed 

the sketches and designs to his soon-to-be team and they 
sat down to watch last year’s show episodes, they were 

hooked.

His team, Alex Pardo, Josh Kramer, and broth-
ers Dan and Phil Reist, live in Pennsylvania, 

New York, and Ohio, so Peterson 
traveled north on the weekends 

and during free time to help 
and oversee the 

build – and 
the team 

brought 
assets 
other 
than 

their 
engineer-

ing skills. The 
Reist’s family 

business is Reist Precision Machine 
Company, and the brothers own Yokeiseasy 

Bicycle Co., where they hand-build mountain 

bikes out of steel and titanium. Peterson also received 
sponsorship from Titanium Joe, a Canadian company 
that had sponsored his 2005 champion bot.

“We did a lot of our work in Pittsburgh at TechShop, 
a community machine shop, and during our build we 
met students from The Brainstem Robotics Team, which 
is made up of students from a number of high schools 
in the Pittsburgh area,” Peterson said. “They were so 
enthusiastic so we asked them to help us out. Much of 
the distinctive look of Ultraviolent is because of 350 LED 
lights the robotics team helped us with.” 

While Ultraviolent garners attention for its unique 
look, it also had to be ready to fight. The lights, while 
giving it a signature look, aren’t merely aesthetic. They 
provide feedback for the driver telling him when the 
bot is in range to use its weapons, and when there is a 
malfunction or damage. 

Ultraviolent features three weapons. A spring-pow-
ered launching arm designed to get under an opponent; 
two forks on either side to dig under an opponent's 
front armor; and two grappling arms used to drag an op-
ponent across the fighting space – where saws, mallets 
and other weapons lurk in the floors.

The competition started with 56 teams and their 250 
pound bots. Twelve teams fought a play-in round for 
four spaces. The 48 remaining fought in a bracket with 
24 winners and eight losers chosen by the judges and 
producers, remaining for a 32 bot elimination bracket.

The first episode of the show saw Ultraviolent take a 
brutal beating. Peterson said his team was working on 
the robot after the play-in round earlier in day one and 
figured on a two-day repair -- one day for the damage 
and the second day to fix Ultraviolent's control issues. 

"The show producers came to us on the first repair day 
and said we had 90 minutes to get Ultraviolent ready to 
fight and if we couldn't, we were done," Peterson said. 
Many of the fights had fill-in robots take part due to 
issues with other contestants, and Ultraviolent was a fill-
in for one of these drop-outs. 

"We got it back together with a few minutes to spare, 
but we never solved our control issues and didn't have 
time to fix the baseplate."

Peterson said he plans to try again next year with a 
new version of Ultraviolent.

http://yokeiseasy.com/
http://yokeiseasy.com/
http://www.titaniumjoe.com/
http://www.techshop.ws/
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StreamVane lures 
alum back to campus 

as visiting scholar
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StreamVane lures 
alum back to campus 

as visiting scholar

As a top tier research university, Virginia Tech looks 
out beyond the campus to partner with some of the 
world’s top technology companies. Sometimes, how-
ever, the world comes to Blacksburg. Such is the case 
with Visiting Scholar William Copenhaver, who for the 
last 36 years has worked for the Air Force Research 
Laboratory (AFRL) in Dayton, Ohio. A two-time alum, 
Copenhaver earned both his bachelor’s and master’s 
degrees at Virginia Tech, the latter in 1978; and he 
went on to earn a doctorate in mechanical engineer-
ing from Iowa State University in 1988. Since June of 
2015 he has been in Blacksburg working with Walter 
O’Brien, the J. Bernard Jones Professor of Mechanical 
Engineering.

A researcher focusing on fan and compressor tech-
nology, Copenhaver applied for the visiting scientist 
program knowing where he needed to be. “In our 
branch at AFRL we have four Virginia Tech graduates. 
We know the focus here is on developing turboma-
chinery that is distortion tolerant, so the VT connec-
tion is pretty natural,” he said. 

Copenhaver submitted a proposal to spend six 
months in Blacksburg looking at the influence of 
distortion on propulsion systems. In November, as he 
neared the end of his term, he submitted a second 
proposal, to build on the momentum and help further 
develop a technology created at Virginia Tech called 
StreamVane.™

“To get successive proposals approved is very rare 
indeed. But the StreamVane technology represents a 
significant potential benefit to the Air Force and my 
sponsors wanted me to continue.”

StreamVane is a patent-pending technology devel-
oped in 2012 by O’Brien and the Virginia Tech Turbo-
Lab research team.  It has the potential to drastically 
reduce time and costs associated with turbine engine 
inlet integration testing. As aviation moves toward 
more complex inlet designs, more research needs to 
be done to show how inlets affect the flow of air into 
and through engine and how that flow corresponds to 
aircraft stability and handling characteristics.

“You want to understand the influence of distorted 
inflow on fans,” Copenhaver said. “It’s important to 
know how propulsion systems operate in a harsh inlet 
environment where there are a lot of swirling flows 
and pressure distortions. We want our propulsion de-
vices to work just as well inside the airframe as they 
do outside, so we focused on how to make turbine 
engines operate better with more complex inlet flow 
fields.”

StreamVane allows researchers to generate any type 
of flow field they want for testing. By specifying a 
specific flow field, a StreamVane can be made through 
additive manufacturing processes to evaluate the 
flow field with a turbine engine. The result is far more 
cost-effective than building a separate inlet for each 
flow field.

“Currently if we want to test a flow field we have 
to spend six months and about $1 million to create a 
mock inlet,” Copenhaver said. “Stream Vane lets us 
generate any type of flow field we want to put in front 
of our fan to determine how it reacts with a particular 
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distortion pattern. You can simulate any kind of inlet 
for a much lower cost, and it can be manufactured 
within about a week. That kind of turn around helps 
speed future innovation in the field.”

StreamVanes are first made as a subscale 6-inch 
design using 3-D printers found on campus. The next 
step is to move up in scale. Currently, StreamVanes 
are made in 17- and 21-inch sizes for the AFRL and 
VT labs respectively. Larger versions might be up to 
42-inches.

“As you get larger you have higher stresses on the 
StreamVane and we have to verify that additive 
manufacturing technology can build the larger sizes,” 
Copenhaver said. 

“StreamVane is a very promising technology that 
will help us efficiently and cost-effectively impose 
multiple distortion patterns on a given fan design. 
To understand the key parameters in fan design to 
accommodate all the different distortions you can’t 
just use one pattern; that won’t lead to the right 
solution. So you have to do a parametric variation to 
make sure you get to the right solution. At the end of 
the day we want our fans to take any type of distor-
tion, not just one.”

While the design code for StreamVane resides at 
Virginia Tech, Copenhaver has been working with that 
code, bringing the knowledge and experience of AFRL 

to bear in improving the design capability.

“This is why I enjoy this interaction,” he said. 
“Virginia Tech benefits from the experience we 
have at AFRL and we benefit from the innovation 
of the university. We’re learning from each other. 
It’s a win-win.”

As Copenhaver winds down his time at his alma 
mater, he said the university experience contin-
ues to drive him. “Virginia Tech has seen a lot 
of change over the last 35 years. The university 
is attracting really smart students; I don’t think 
I would be able to get into VT today. The other 
big improvement I’ve seen is in the diversity of 
the student body. If you look at the photo of my 
graduating class, and compare it to the students 
graduating mechanical engineering today, there 
is a lot more diversity in those class photos. More 
women, more minorities – and that makes our 
research programs much stronger; both here and 
at AFRL.”

Copenhaver acknowledges that while his op-
portunities as a researcher began at Virginia Tech, 

they didn’t end there. During his tenure at AFRL he 
has achieved Fellow status at AFRL, ASME, and AIAA.

“Visiting scientist periods aren’t awarded to just 
anyone – proposals are heavily scrutinized and the 
opportunities I’ve been able to take advantage of 
have significantly broadened my career. We (AFRL) 
are world leaders in propulsion development – the 
Air Force in particular takes the lead within the 
Department of Defense. As leaders in that effort we 
want quality people in our organization; that’s one 
reason why this program is so important. It helps us 
make connections to get students interested in the 
opportunities at AFRL. 

“I had the good fortune to earn my doctoral degree 
and have it paid for by the Air Force; and there aren’t 
a lot of visiting scientists programs in industry. I 
wouldn’t be where I am today if it wasn’t for what 
I’ve been able to do at AFRL. I’m well past the age 
where most people retire and I’m not leaving; the 
research is way too interesting for me to let it go.”

So how will Copenhaver transition back to life at 
AFRL after a year in Blacksburg?

“My boss expects me to come back all re-energized, 
but I don’t know – I might be worn out because I’ve 
been so involved here.”

Copenhaver setting up for a StreamVane test



Sixteen 
collegiate teams 
competed at 
the EcoCar 3 
challenge but
Only Virginia Tech's 

Hybrid Electric 
Vehicle Team asked, 

why can't a hybrid 
still be
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The Virginia Tech Hybrid Electric Vehicle Team 
(HEVT) took 2nd place for the second year running at 
the EcoCAR 3 Advanced Vehicle Technology Compe-
tition (AVTC) held May 16-26 at the General Motors 
Desert Proving Grounds in Yuma, Arizona and San 
Diego, California. It was the second year of the four-
year competition cycle.

The AVTC is North America’s premier collegiate 
automotive engineering competition, featuring 16 
universities using a stock 2016 Chevrolet Camaro 
to integrate hybrid-electric designs in an effort to 
reduce the environment impact of the vehicle while 
retaining the muscle and performance of the iconic 
car brand.

Of all the entries, only Virginia Tech committed to 
an 8-cylinder engine, using as its appropriate tagline 
in this election year, “Make EcoCAR V8 Again.”

“Of the sixteen teams, fourteen of them took out 
the standard V6 in the Camaro and used a four-cyl-
inder engine,” said Doug Nelson, professor of me-
chanical engineering and faculty advisor for the team 
for the last 22 years. “One team used a two-cylinder 
configuration; but we wanted to keep the heritage 
of the Camaro and opted for a V8 from a Chevrolet 
Silverado.”

It was a bold choice, but with the help of Blacks-
burg’s InMotion, a global supplier of electric motors, 

motor controllers and equipment for the industrial 
vehicle industry, and a major sponsor of the team, 
the students were able to configure an electric motor 
and a hybrid propulsion system. Coupled with Flex 
Fuel technology that uses E85 (85% ethanol/15% 
gasoline), the team captured fuel and emissions 
efficiencies in two ways.

“The centerpiece of our design is the post-trans-
mission motor,” Nelson said. “The students did 
the detailed mechanical design and InMotion did 
the electromagnetics design and built it – so it’s a 
completely custom motor designed to fit the space 
constraints of the vehicle.”

Running the car solely on battery power, Nelson es-
timates the vehicle has a range of about 25-30 miles. 
Using the Active Fuel Management system found 
in the Silverado engine, means effectively turning 
off four cylinders when demand is low. The team’s 
mission then was to maintain performance with the 
electric system to maximize the four-cylinder efficien-
cy of the engine.

“Under limited loads you can run the car on 
four-cylinders, which is part of our hybrid strategy,” 
he said. “If you ask too much of the engine, it will 
move into 8-cylinder mode; but the electric motor 
and battery assistance minimizes that use. At the end 
of the day, we won’t have the best fuel economy … 
but we’ll have a V8!”

VIDEO

In this video, 
the HEVT team 
installs the Chevy 
Silverado V8 into 
the Camaro chasis. 
The team was the 
only one of 16 to 
use a V8 engine in 
their vehicle - help-
ing to maintain the 
Camaro's status as 
an iconic American 
muscle car. This 
video can also 
be found on the 
ME Vimeo page 
at: https://vimeo.
com/160286174
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While most of the team is made up of mechanical 
engineers, there are also engineers from other 
disciplines, most notably electrical and computer 
engineering, and some outside engineering such as 
communications and public relations.

“The competition is about a lot more than just the 
work on the mechanical aspects,” Nelson explained. 
“It’s not just the car – it’s about engineering and 
student development; doing and documenting all the 
engineering reports, the presentations, the commu-
nications and marketing. It has to do with preparation 
and giving a good presentation – but you can’t do that 
without good engineering data; so there are things 
to work on and refine outside the (Joseph F. Ware Jr. 
Advanced Engineering Lab) Ware Lab as well.”

The team will take the $9,000 prize for their second 
place finish to start getting ready for the third year of 
the competition schedule – what Nelson calls the re-
finement year -- Fixing issues or items that didn’t get 
resolved in year two. When the team heads to Detroit 
and Washington D.C. next year, vehicle performance 
will figure more heavily in the scoring.

About half of our graduating seniors went to Gener-
al Motors this year and quite a few returning students 
have internships with various automotive companies, 
including GM,” Nelson explained. “There are a small 

number of what are called ‘key institutions’ for GM 
and Virginia Tech is one of those – it’s a partnership 
I’m proud to be a part of. Our students get hands-on 
lab experience as well as opportunities to engage with 
GM mentors assigned to each university participating 
in the AVTC. Keith Van Houten, Manager of the Auto-
mated Driving Performance Simulation Lab with GM, 
is our team mentor, as well as GM’s lead recruiter for 
Virginia Tech, and an alum of the mechanical engi-
neering program.

“This program succeeds because of the caliber of 
student who comes to Blacksburg, and the dedication 
and support of the college, the department, and all 
our sponsors who are so helpful with their time and 
resources each and every year. It’s a privilege to be 
part of this team.”

Awards earned by the team include: Second place 
overall; Best Initial Vehicle Integration and Best Final 
Vehicle Integration; Best Mechanical Systems Presen-
tation; Second place Communications Program; Best 
Media Relations Report; Best Communications Out-
reach Presentation; Most Creative Outreach Event; 
Second place Vehicle Design Report; Best Vehicle 
Safety Binder; Second place Siemens PLM Software 
Excellence Award; Second Place AVL DRIVE Award; 
and third place dSPACE Embedded Success Award.

GM Desert Proving Ground 
technicians in light blue, 
look on as, from left, Ryan 
Barrett, BSME '16 (now with 
GM), Lucas Shoults, MSME 
'16 and HEVT team leader 
(now with ANL), Alex Neb-
lett, BSME '16 and returning 
as team leader as an MSME 
student, and Christopher 
Flake, BSME '16 (now with 
GM), prepare their V8 
hybrid during year 2 of the 
4-year EcoCar 3 competition. 
The team has placed 2nd 
behind Ohio State for both 
years of EcoCAR 3. 

Photo by Myles Regan. Copy-
right Regan Digital Images.
com



When engineers need to design an amphibious robot, an inde-
structible fiber, or a wind turbine blade that slices quietly through 
the air, they are increasingly turning to biology for inspiration. But 
they don’t always have access to the actual biological structures 
that inspire their work, or the expertise to analyze them.

Museums do, and according to Rolf Mueller, an associate pro-
fessor of mechanical engineering in the College of Engineering, 
if engineers knew about those collections and could access them 
more easily, it would dramatically speed up the pace of innovation. 

Mueller is leading a workshop this week at the Smithsonian’s 
National Museum of Natural History entitled “Biological collections 
as a resource for technical innovation,” to explore how engineers 
and museums could work together to bring more biology into 
bioinspiration. 

The Smithsonian’s collection alone numbers more than 126 
million specimens. That vast cache of biodiversity holds the results 
of billions of years of field tests of sensory structures, functional 
materials, and locomotion systems. 

“If one could get that knowledge out, I think it would really dwarf 
the database of all human engineering knowledge,” Mueller said. 

Mueller has used the Smithsonian’s collections himself in his 
research on bioinspired sonar, to study the relationship between 
bats’ facial structures and their remarkable echolocation abilities. 

According to Mueller, engineers don’t always know what muse-
um resources might be available and can’t necessarily access then. 
And extracting useful information isn’t straightforward, especially 
for scientists not used to dealing with biological specimens. 

“You’re in a room filled with drawers, covered in scientific names, 

Bioinspired sonar 
expert seeks to 
bridge natural 

history and 
engineering
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and you stand there, and now what?” he said.  

Mueller is the director of the Center for Bioinspired Science and Technology, which 
is supported in part by the Institute for Critical Technology and Applied Science. He 
has designed the workshop, sponsored by the National Science Foundation, to explore 
what information might be useful to engineers, how to extract as much of it as with-
out damaging the specimen,  and how to turn that raw data into engineering insight. 

For example, Mueller says, physical data obtained from the specimens could be 
merged with other resources, including scientific literature and even YouTube, to yield 
a digital knowledge base that could be mined with technologies similar to Watson, the 
Jeopardy-playing computer. 

Such a database could help an engineer with a specific question — say, how to 
design a flying robot with minimal air drag — find the best biological model system, a 
process that can often be haphazard, according to Mueller. 

“If I’m an engineer and I have a problem that I need to solve, I see some animal on 
the Discovery Channel, and I think, ‘that’s it!’” he said. “But maybe there’s something 
out there that would have been a better model, and I just missed it. Effort is wasted 
because the model system is not as good as it could have been.” 

In fact, many bioinspired technologies tend to reference the same handful of spe-
cies: geckos, spiders, butterflies. 
Facilitating engineers’ access 
to museums’ extensive collec-
tions would expand the pool of 
potential solutions to technical 
problems.

The workshop May 9–10 will 
include museum curators, engi-
neers who work in bioinspiration, 
data scientists, representatives 
from IBM, 13 Virginia Tech faculty, 
including Mueller, and econo-
mists, who can offer insight on the 
potential commercial value of the 
data hidden in museums’ speci-
mens, and how much accelerating 
bioinspired innovation might 
boost the economy. 

Representatives from the Na-
tional Science Foundation and 
other Washington-area govern-
ment agencies and research labs 
will also attend.

“There are a lot of engineers out 
there who are trying to do bioin-
spiration but who have limited ac-
cess to the biology,” Mueller said. 
“It’s a whole different world.” 
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Rolf Mueller (left), 
associate professor 
of mechanical 
engineering, used 
these scans of 
Micronycteris mega-
lotis (below), a bat 
in the collection of 
the Smithsonian In-
stitution's Museum 
of Natural History, 
in his research on 
bioinspired sonar.
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